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Abstract—As a side effect of increasingly popular social media, 

cyberbullying has emerged as a serious problem afflicting children, 

adolescents and young adults. Machine learning techniques make automatic 

detection of bullying messages in social media possible, and this could help to 

construct a healthy and safe social media environment. In this meaningful 

research area, one critical issue is robust and discriminative numerical 

representation learning of text messages. In this paper, we propose a new 

representation learning method to tackle this problem. Our method named 

Semantic-Enhanced Marginalized Denoising Auto-Encoder (smSDA) is 

developed via semantic extension of the popular deep learning model stacked 

denoising autoencoder. The semantic extension consists of semantic dropout 

noise and sparsity constraints, where the semantic dropout noise is designed 

based on domain knowledge and the word embedding technique. Our 

proposed method is able to exploit the hidden feature structure of bullying 

information and learn a robust and discriminative representation of text. 

Comprehensive experiments on two public cyberbullying corpora (Twitter and 

MySpace) are conducted, and the results show that our proposed approaches 

outperform other baseline text representation learning methods. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION   

Cyberbullying can be defined as aggressive, intentional 

actions performed by an individual or a group of people via 

digital communication methods such as sending messages 

and posting comments against a victim. Different from tra-

ditional bullying that usually occurs at school during face-

to-face communication, cyberbullying , cyberbullying 

victimization rate ranges from 10% to 40%. In the United 

States, approximately 43% of teenagers were ever bullied 

on social media . The same as traditional bullying, 

cyberbullying has negative, insidious and sweeping 

impacts on children. The outcomes for victims under 

cyberbullying may even be tragic such as the occurrence of 

self-injurious behaviour or suicides. One way to address 

the cyberbullying problem isto 

automatically detect and promptly report bullying messages 

so that proper measures can be taken to prevent possi-ble 

tragedies.  

In the text-based cyberbullying detection, the first 

and also critical step is the numerical representation 

learning for text messages. In fact, representation 

learning of text is extensively studied in text mining, 

information retrieval and natural language processing 

(NLP). Bag-of-words (BoW) model is one 

commonly used model that each dimension 

corresponds to a term. Latent Semantic Analysis 

(LSA) and topic models are another popular text 

representation models, 

Therefore, the useful representation should discover 

the meaning behind text units. In cyberbullying 

detection, the numerical representation for Internet 

mes-sages should be robust and discriminative. Since 

messages on social media are often very short and 

contain a lot of informal language and misspellings, 

robust representations for these messages are required 

to reduce their ambigui-ty. Even worse, the lack of 

sufficient high-quality training data, i.e., data 

sparsity make the issue more challenging. Firstly, 

labeling data is labor intensive and time consuming. 

Secondly, cyberbullying is hard to describe and judge 

from a third view due to its intrinsic ambiguities. 

Thirdly, due to protection of Internet users and 

privacy issues, only a small portion of messages are 

left on the Internet, and most bullying posts are 

deleted. As a result, the trained classifier may not 

generalize well on testing messages that contain 

nonactivated but discriminative features. The goal 

of this present study is to develop methods that can 

learn robust and discriminative representations to 

tackle the above prob-lems in cyberbullying detection 

Some approaches have been proposed to tackle these 

problems by incorporating expert knowledge into 

feature learning. Yin et.al proposed to combine BoW 

features, senti-ment features and contextual features to 

train a support vec-tor machine for online harassment 

detection . Dinakar et.al utilized label specific 

features to extend the general features, where the 

label specific features are learned by Linear 

Discriminative Analysis . In addition, common 

sense knowledge was also applied. Nahar et.al 

presented a weighted TF-IDF scheme via scaling 

bullying-like features by a factor of two . Besides 

content-based information, Maral et.al proposed to 

apply users’ information, such as gender and history 

messages, and context information as extra features .  
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But a major limitation of these approaches is 

that the learned feature space still relies on the BoW 

assumption and may not be robust. In addition, the 

performance of these approaches rely on the quality 

of hand-crafted features, which require extensive 

domain knowledge. there is a strong correlation 

between bullying word fuck and normal word off 

since they often occur together. If bullying messages 

do not contain such obvious bullying features, such 

as fuck is often misspelled as fck, the correlation may 

help to reconstruct the bullying features from normal 

ones 

addition, L1 regularization of the projection matrix 

is added to the objective function of each autoencoder 

layer in our model to enforce the sparstiy of 

projection matrix, and this in turn facilitates the 

discovery of the most relevant terms for 

reconstructing bullying terms. The main contributions 

of our work can be summarized as follows: 

* Semantic information is incorporated into the re-

construction and modifications.Finally, these specialized 

modifications make the new feature space more 

discriminative and this in turn facilitates bullying 

detection. 

*  Comprehensive experiments on real-data sets 

have verified the performance of our proposed 

model. 

 

II.  OBJECTIVE 

In text mining, information retrieval and natural 

language processing, effective numerical representation of 

linguistic units is a key issue. cyberbullying has emerged 

as a serious problem afflicting children and young adults. 

Previous studies of cyberbullying focused on extensive 

surveys and its psy-chological effects on victims, and 

were mainly conducted by social scientists and 

psychologists. 

 

 
Figure:Cyberbullying victimization 

 

cy-berbullying, the psychological science approach based 

on personal surveys is very time-consuming and may 

not be suitable for automatic detection of cyberbullying. 

Since machine learning is gaining increased popularity in 

recent years, the computational study of cyberbullying 

has at-tracted the interest of researchers. Several research 

areas including topic detection and affective analysis are 

closely related to cyberbullying detection. Owing to their 

efforts, automatic cyberbullying detection is becoming 

possible. In machine learning-based cyberbullying detection, 

there are two issues: 1) text representation learning to 

transform each post/message into a numerical vector and 2) 

classifier train-ing. Xu et.al presented several off-the-shelf 

NLP solutions including BoW models, LSA and LDA for 

representation learning to capture bullying signals in 

social media [8]. As an introductory work, they did not 

develop specialized models for cyberbullying detection. 

The performance of label-specific features largely depends 

on the size of training corpus. In addition, they need to 

construct a bullyspace knowledge base to boost the 

performance of natural language processing methods 

III.  PROPOSAL 

A bullying trace is defined as the response of 

participants to their bullying experience. Bullying traces 

include not only mes-sages about direct bullying attack, but 

also messages about reporting a bullying experience, 

revealing self as a victim et. al. Therefore, bullying traces 

far exceed the incidents of cyberbullying. Automatic 

detection of bullying traces are valuable for cyberbullying 

The MySpace dataset is crawled from MySpace groups. Each 

group consists of several posts by different users, which 

can be regarded as a conversation about one topic. Due to 

the interactive nature behind cyberbullying, The raw text 

for these data, as XML files, have been kindly provided by 

Kontostathis et.al3. The XML files contain information 

about the posts, such as post text, post data, and users’ 

information. Since there were no standard splits of training 

vs. test datasets in our adopted Twitter and MySpace 

corpora, we need to define the training and testing datasets. As 

analyzed above that the lack of labeled training corpus 

hinders the development of automatic cyberbullying 

detection, the sizes of training corpus are all controlled to 

be very small in our experiments. To reduce variance, the 

process is repeated ten times so that we can have ten sub-

datasets from Twitter data. For MySpace dataset, we also 

randomly pick 400 data samples as the training corpus and 

use the rest data for all features used. It is difficult to 

learn robust 

features for small training data by intensifying each bullying 

features’ amplitude. Our approach aims to find the cor-

relation between normal features and bullying features by 

reconstructing corrupted data so as to yield robust features. 

Comparing  the performances of smSDA and smSDAu, 

which adopt biased semantic dropout noise and unbi-

ased semantic dropout noise, respectively. The results have 

shown that smSDAu performs slightly worse than smSDA. 

This  may  be  explained  by  the  fact  

that the unbiased semantic dropout noise cancels the 

enhancement of bullying features. 

. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
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This paper addresses the text-based cyberbullying detection 

problem, where robust and discriminative representations 

of messages are critical for an effective detection system. 

By designing semantic dropout noise and enforcing spar-

sity, we have developed semantic-enhanced marginalized 

denoising autoencoder as a specialized representation learning 

process.Experimentally verified through two cyberbullying 

frames. 
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